CHAPI'ER II I
BARRIO IDENTITY AND BOUNDEDNESS
In this chapter we shall be concerned with identifying the barrios
that make up San Cristobal along with certnin considerations of the
boundaries of those barrios.

The chapter uill be divided into four

sections, the first of which will present 1:he results of our attempt at
identifying the barrios, and . the second of which will constitute a . discuss ion of these results.

The third secticm will present the results of

our investigation of the question of barrio boundedness, while the fourth
will discuss these results.
BARRIO IDENTITY: :RESULTS
Although we have

disc~ssed

barrios in the foregoing as though they

were very well defined entities, there is s ome question, not only about
the definiticn of a barrio, but their names and humbers as well.

As '

a glance at Table 3.1 will suffice to indi8ate, depending on one's source,
\here are from 11 to 22 barrios, and not one of the eight sources displayed
agrees entire,ly with one another as to what is what when it comes to
barrios.

First of all, let me identify the eight sources displayed.

The

first, labled ETIC 100, are the names of barrios listed by the students
responding to Questionnaire II.

The question which elicited this infonna-

tion simply asked in which barrio the respondent lived.

This is also true

for the list labled ETIC 176, which included the answers to the same
question for the students responding to Qr:estionnaire

I.

The third list,

labled VALE, was submitted by a very prominent townsman, in response to
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ETIC 100

ETIC 176

VALE

WEBER I

Centro
Me rced
Guadalupe
Cerrillo
Sta. Lucia
Mexicanos
Sun Ramon
San Antonio
Cuxtitali
Carmen
San Francisco

Centro
Merced
Guadalupe
Cerrillo
Sta. Lucia
Mexicanos
San Ramon
San Antonio

Centro
Merced
Guadalupe
Cerrillo
Sta . Lucia
Mexicanos
s an Relmon
San Antonio
Cuxt itali

Centro
Merced
Guadalupe
Cerrillo
Sta. Lucia
Mexicanos
San Ramon
san Antonio
c uxtitali

s an Diego

San Diego
Colonia Pinitos

La Garita
Lomas del
Cerrillo
Maria
Auxiliadora
La Almolonga

La Ga:~ita
Colonia
Revolucion

Carmen
San Francisco
Santo Domingo
San Diego
Los Pinos
La Cabana

Tlaxcala
WEDER II

MUNl

FIESTA LAS CASA

FIESTA CARMEN

Centro
Merced
Guadalupe
Cerrillo
Sta. Lucia
Mexicanos
San Ramon North
San Antonio
Cuxtitali

Centro
:1erced
Guadalupe
Cerrillo
Sta. Lucia
Mexicanos
San Ramon North
San Antonio
cuxtitali

Merced
Guadalupe
Cerrillo
Sta. Lucia
Mexicanos
San Ramon
San Antonio
Cuxtitali

Merced
Guadalupe
Cerrillo
Sta. Lucia
Mexicanos
San Ramon
San Antonio
cuxtitali
carmen
San Francisco
Santo Domingo

San Diego West
Pinitos

San Diego West
Pin:Ttos

San Diego
Pinitos

La Garita
Revolucion

La Garita
Revolucion

La Garita

Pinitos

Maria
Auxliadora
Tlaxcala
Sumideros
Albarada
San Ramon South
San Diego East

Tlaxcala
Sumideros
Albarada
San Ramon South'
San Diego East
Piedrecitas
San Felipe
Moshquivil
Peje de Oro

Sumideros
Albarada
Piedrecitas
San Felipe
Moshquivil
Rancheria
de Huitepec

TABLE ~ .1
VARYING PERCEPTIONS OF BARRIOS ACCORDING TO LISTED SOURCES

San Felipe
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the question from me as to the names and numbers of barrios in san Cristobal .
The fourth and fifth lists were collected from two maps published by
Jose Weber.

The fourth, labled \-lEBER I , is from a map included in all his

books on Sa;1 Cristobal, while the fifth , la1:>led WEBER II, is drawn frcm a
map created for distribution to tourists in the town.

The sixth list was

given me by a high ranking municipal offical and was collected from a map
in his office regarding light, water and sewerage districts.

The last two

lists were collected from the posters announcing the Fiesta of san Cristobal
and the Fiesta in honor of our Lady of Carmen.

Consequently, our sources

include the kr.owledge of students as to where they live , the knowledge of
a prominent acult, two impressions from a resident teacher-scholar, one
from a municipal offical, and two from religmus sources.

Thus our lists

represent a gcJod cross ·section of possible ;;ources within the city itself.
The l:.sts break down into three gro.1ps on the basis of length
and content.

The two lists created by the students and the list for Fie:;ta

Carmen are of similar length (containing 11, 12 and 14 barrios) and are
the only ones to include as barrios Carmen, Santo Domingo and San Franci::;co.
A second group, composed of the lists labled VALE and WEBER I, both

cont.~in

14 barrios apiece and exclude Carmen, Sante Domingo and San Francisco,
both disagree about the existence of only two barrios.

a~d

The third group

consists of the lists labled WEBER II, MUNI and FIESTA LAS CASAS, This
group is characterized by much greater length than the other five lists
(containing 18, 18 and 22 barrios) and also by the consistent exclusion
of Carmen, San Francisco and Santo Domingo.
There are only seven barrios that all the lists agree on calling
barrios.

These are Merced, Guadall:lpe, Cerrillo , Sta. Lucia, Nexicanos,

San Ramon, and San Antonio.

These are the oldest barrios in San Cristotal ,
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and with the exception of San Ramon, all fall within the limits of the old
historical colonial town .
better of the lists.

Three other barrios are mentioned on 75% or

•

These are Centro, dan Diego and Cuxtitali.

These

ten barrios, mentioned everyone by better than 75% of our sample lists,
will be referred to as t he hard core of San Cristobal.
It is the presence of so many other barrio s and the substantial
disagreement about their existence that raises questions.

These questions

can best be answered by looking at the three groups of lists described
above.
Group 1.

This group was characterized by short length and by

the inclusion of Carmen, Santo Domingo and San Francisco as barrios.

It.

included the barrios in which both sample populations from the question-·
naires lived and the list for the Fiesta Carmen.

The short length in tte

cases of the ETIC lists results from the fact that most of the people in
town live in the barrios listed.
from these bcrrios.

Consequently most of the students come

The students questioned were far from all the students

in school and my sample s simply happened t:> include students from the
barrios liste:d.

The short length for the Fiesta Carmen list results from

the fact that this particular fiesta, not.being tremendously important,
involves a smaller portion of the population than, for instance, the
Fiesta San Cristobal which is celebrated by the town as a whole.
their short length.

Thus,

The second characteristic of this list is that the

names of three convent churches appear as barrios.

In the case of the ETIC

lists this results from a misapprehension of the nature of convent churches.
As explained in the Prologue, each barrio in town is congruent with a
parish and a parish church.

Conversely it could be said that for every

parish and parish church there is a barrie,.

If a student perceives the

.
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convent churches a s parish churches, knowing that for each parish church

there is a ba rrio , he will naturally assume that the convent churches have
barrios attached to them as well.

This is especially •true if the student

lives near a conve nt church and comes from a very religious family.

In

this case, because the true parish churches are open only on Sunday, and
because the convent churches are always open, he will as sociate churchgoing with a convent church rather than a parish church or the Cathedral.
This confusion i s reinforced by the case of Merced which i s at once a
parish church and also a convent church.

In this case the confusion is

also fact.
That this is the probable explanation for the inclusion of convent
churches as barrios gains from noting that only 4% of the combined ETIC
sample gave these convent church names when asked for the names of their
barrio.

And sure enough, this 4% all live within one block of one or

another of the convent churches named.

The case for the inclusion of

th·~se

convent churches as barrios on the Fiesta Carmen list is somewhat differ•2lnt.
It is the nature of religious fiestas in San Cristobal to be preceeded b:!
early morning peregrinations from a given :barrio to the devotional churc·.1 .
Each barrio has a special day on which to peregrinate, and this information
is provided by the posters announcing the fiesta.

On the list of barrios

the religious association of each convent church pays tribute to all the
others when called upon to do so.

Consequ(:ntly, what is meant is not

that the convent churches are barrios, but rather that the convent church
associations w.ill peregrinate as the barrio.s do on the day given.

That

this is the case can be readily verified by getting up at five in the

..

morning to watch the peregrination of say, Santo Domingo.
marching group on this day consists of Dominican Friars.

The entire
This does,

~owever,
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point out something interesting about the similarity between

barrios and convent churches.

Although one of these, the barrio, has

•

areal affiliation, and the other doesn•t,both are regarded as equivalent
entities when it comes to religious celebrations:
ed of people who venerate God.

both are

entitie~

compos-

Thus for religious purposes the barrio must

be seen as not a place, but as a collection of similarly minded people.
Group 2.

This group was characterized by identical length (both

included 14 barrios), by great similarity and by the exclusion of the
convent churches as barrios.

This group lists all of the hard core and is

distinguished further from Group 3 by not dividing Barrios San Diego and
San Ramon into San Diego East, San Diego West, San Ramon North and
San Ramon South.

An

interesting sidelight is the fact that Weber, author

of one of the lists in this group, was the influential elementary

schoo:~

teacher of tre prominent townsman who authored the second list in this
group.

Both of these men are aware of the distinction between parish a:1d

convent churc:hes and consequently do not include these churches as barrios.
They are alsc1 both aware of the fact that the town is growing beyond it3
colonial limjts and so include new barrioE in addition to barrios outsije
the limits of town that are old.

Historical barrios outside the town

include San Ramon, on an important road to neighboring Indian Villages,
-and La Garita, on another similarly important road.

An example of a new

barrio is provided preeminently by what appears on the VALE list as Lomas
del Cerrillo (which means "on the slopes of Barrio Cerrillo") and on
WEBER I as Colonia Revol ucion.

These are ·±wo old names for the now

officially recognized Barrio Revolucion.
This issue is complex and important.
beyond Barrio Cerrillo.

Originally no one lived

As the town grew, people began building house5

on the slope of Cerrillo facing away from

town~

In time this became a
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neighborhood demanding a name, so people called it the Lomas del Cerrillo.

Recognizing an area of potentially great growth, this area was developed,
and streets were laid out in a nice grid pattern.

The area was then

officially designated a colonia or colony of the town.

According to a

municipal map of 1961, the area was known as Colonia Lomas del Cerrillo.
According to many townspeople, a place is not a barrio unless it is also
a parish, that is until the area has its own church .

This is a much

debated question in San cristobal, many maintaining the above semtiment,
while others maintain that a barrio is a

barrio~

church or not.

In any

event, the name was changed from Colonia Lomas del Cerrillo to Colonia
Revolucion in the middle of the last decade.

Toward the end of the last

decade the name was changed to Barrio Revolucion despite the fact that
no church was built.

Nevertheless, many people feel that a place

a church is not a barrio.

witho~t

It may be useful in this context to recall trat

Mexico repudiated the Catholic Church officially in the last revolution and
still maintains an official silence on questions of religion.

It is

only within the last ten years that priests have been allowed to walk the
streets in their habits.
illegal.

Prior to this, s1.1ch display was absolutely

Yet despite the official attitude of the state, most Mexicans

are devout Catholics.

Thissplit in attitude is very likely reflected in

the status of Barrio Revolucion as well as in its name, as these have changed
over the last decade.

This ambiguity reflects the close association bei:ween

the barrio and the church made by ordinary residents.
Further discrepancies between VALB and WEBER I are easily cleared
up.

What VALE refers to as Maria Auxiliadora is a large area south of the

Pan American Highway which is now divided into three new regions:
Albarada and Pinitos.

Surni·.ieros,

Note that Pinitos is a colonia on WEBER I but a
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barrio on WEBER II.
Revolucion.

Pinitos has gone through the same history as Barrio

La Almolonga on VALE is now a part of Barrio Guadalupe.

Essentially, then, Group 2 presents us with a somewhat older picture of
the San Cristobal barrio siLuaLlon thdn we find in the other groups, an
older group that has some hesitation about calling a barrio a barrio unless
it is also a parish.
Group 3.
LAS CASAS.

Group 3 includes the long lists of WEBERT I , MUNI and FIESTA

These lists are long because the functions they were designed

to fulfill are areally extensive.

WEBER II was meant to be distributed

to tourists "hose areal range of touring will hopefully include much more
than · the old colonial town.

MUNI is a list that covers the furthest

possible reaches of the town's influence a? related lo munl0lpdlly provideu
services.

FJESTA LAS CASAS is a list drawn from a fiesta poster in honor

of San Cristc.bal, to whom allegiance is due from all residents of the city
in its

fulle~;t

sense.

That the lists are not synonymous results from a

difference in focus.
This difference is revealing.
FIESTA LAS CASAS

li~t

As might be expected the focu s of the

is on groups of peop.le who have a religious unity.

Thus Rancheria de Huitepec appears on this list although in fact this is
nothing more than a ranch, although a large one.

The workers on this rc1nce

-are a unit not associated with any parish for they live outside the boundary
of any parish.

But they do make an early morning peregrination in honor or

San CristobaL

The same is true of MQria Auxiliadora, which despite th(l

fact that there is no longer a barrio of tAis name, is still a church with
a church association which peregrinates in honor of San ·cristobal.

Liknwise

San Felipe7 Moshquivil and Piedrecitas are all represented by churches Ln
debt to San ·::ristobal and although these places are quite distant from

~he
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town of San Cristobal, they still peregrinate.

Note in this connection

the absence of Barrio Revolucion, which does not have a church or church
association.

•
Also note the absence of Barrio Centro whose
church, the

Cathedral, is amply represented in copious references on the poster.
This list then focuses on the Barrio as a collection of religious people.
(Note that Carmen, San Francisco and Santo Domingo are not included.

The

convent churches do not pay homage in nonconventual celebrations.)
The focus of the MUNI list is entirely different.

Here the concern is

with people and place.

Where are the people to be serviced is the question

that this list answers.

Due to the fact that there is no distinction maje

between the town government and the government of the municipio, that
county-like unit in which the town of San Cristobal finds itself, many
entities in' the municipio are called barrios that in other municipios would
be called

par~jes.

These are the non-urban subdivisions of a municipio.

To all intents and purposes, Peje de Cro, Hoshquivil, San Felipe and
Piedrecitas are parajes of the municipio, l7ather than genuine barrios of
the town.
sidered

Yet since most of the service a17eas of San Cristobc?.l are con-

barri~s,

these are likewise at times considered barrios.

Note that

for administrative reasons, Barrios San Ramon and San Diego have been divided
into two.

This attitude toward a barrio i:> at distinct cross purposes with

'

the church attitude toward a barrio. · One focus is concerned with provicing
service of a physical nature wherein areal extent is significant, while the
other focus is concerned with serving reliqious needs wherein size and
dispersion of the population is less a problem.
The final list is WEBER II.
is included as Figure 3. 1.

The map from which this list was dr.awn

This will provide some sort of visual ordering

of all the barrios as well as revealing a couple of interesting facts.

For
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Figure 3.1

Map of San Critobal
(Reference: Weber II) drawn to the order of J. Weber,
1968, for distribution to tourists.
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example, two of the barrios shown on the M"UNI list appear on an inset
map in the lower right hand corner of Figure 3.1.
and Piedrecitas.
this case.

These are San Felipe

Weber regards these as distinctly separate communities in

Peje de Oro, probably undistinguishable in the reproduction of

Figure 3.1, is also included in the upper right hand corner , but not as a
barrio.

Only Moshquivil is not represented in some way .

II and MUNI are similar.

Otherwise WEBER

The difference to be noted in this case is that

Weber excludes from his map places too far from the heart of town to be
barrios for the tourist.

For the city government it is crucial to incltde

San Felipe as a service area.

For the church it is important as the home

of religious people.
The amazing thing that cannot be stressed too completely is that
given the variety of sources from which these lists were drawn, seven
barrios are on all 8 of the lists, nine barrios on 7 of the lists, ten on
6 of the lists, and twelve on 5 or the 8 lists.

Only three names were on

no more than one list, and of these only L:t Cabana is not susceptible of
easy explanation.

(La

Cabana was listed as the barrio in whi.::h a single

student respc·nding to the second questionnaire lived.)
BARRIO IDENTITY:

DISCUSSION

There: are two components to this question of barrio identity as it
has been revealed in the foregoing sectior..

One of these is the

remark.-~ble

degree of unanimity that exists among the wide variety of source materials
drawn on.

The other is the issue encapsulated in the question:

"Just ·"hat

is a barrio?"
First of all, let's aggregate our knowledge about the barrio in
San Cristobal.

In the Prologue it was poi.nted out that barrios have

political (or pseudopolitical), industrial (or craft), morphologic, physical
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and religious attributes.

In this chapter it has been pointed out that they

have social, municipal and religious attributes as well.

The social aspect

was revealed by the fact that high school students knew the name of the
barrio that they lived in.

Were the barrios mer ely service areas or polit-

ical uni·ts, it is doubtful that this would have been the case.

How many

high school students of your acquaintance knmv the water district they
live in or for that matter, the ward?

Certainly none of mine know either

of these things, but they do know the name of the neighborhood that they
live in.

I shall not stress this point here, that the barrio is a social

unit, except to note that the religious nature of Mexican Catholicism is
highly social as well as

rel~gious.

Thus a barrio fiesta in honor of

th~

barrio patron saint is as much a social eve:nt as a religious one, and maybe
more so.

Suffice it to say at this point t.hat the barrio is a social unit.

Now let me rephrase the preceding by say in~r that political, industrial,
morphologic, physical, social, religious and municipal functions all find
expression in identical areal units.

They obviously all find expression

in other areal units as well, but these other units are either larger (the
whole city) or smaller (the individual home).

Thus, for the

interrnediab~

level between the whole and the individual family there exists only one
unit of areal distinction for allfunctions, and that unit is the barrio.
There can be only one reason for so strongly emphasizing this
and that reason is that it is an unusual fact worthy of note.

fa~t

For an

American family there are a yariety of non-congruent areal units mediating
between it and the city as a whole.
social unit of whatever sort .
political unlts, nor with
nor with school districts.

In America the neighborhood is the

This neighborhood is not congruent with

munic~pal

servic•:! areas, nor with religious units,

If it is congruent with any of these units it

is the result of rare chance.
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Ordinarily the neighborhood is also not

congruent with industrial regions, is seldom physically coherent, and is
not characterized by any morphological consistency.
but for every exception there are ten abiders.

There are exceptions,

And this is not only true

for large American cities; it is also the case for small Puerto Rican
communities today.

In barranquitas, a small mountain

to\~

in Puerto Rico,

the incidence of congruency between areal expressions of functions is
practically r.on-existent, at least for all levels below the municipio.
(For the munjcipio level there is a high degree of congruence, but this is
a supra-urbar1 level of organization.)
or urban organization.

But this is not a comparative study

Let these examples simply serve to point out that

.

all cities a1:e not characterized by the type of city organization that is
typified by tbe case of San Cristobal.
The issue is whether or not there are advantages to the San Cristobal
type of organization, and if so, what they are.
advantages.
identity.
things.

Needless to say, there are

There are a l l the advantages ·that come with a strong sense of
A barrio resident in naming his barrio says a multitude of

He tells us where he lives, he tells what church is his; he

·· announces the pol itical u nit to which he belongs and in which municipal· service
~rea

he is located.

We hav e an idea of the craft he probably practices and

know . on what day he cel ebrates the fiesta in honor of his saint.
which saint it is that he venerates as a barrio resident.
this study it will oe seen that we know

m~ch,

we

ev1~n

By the end of

much more, including the

typica l smells, sounds , sights , ambiente , and even the predominant color
of

t~e

houses.

All this in a barrio name.

When a resident of a neighbor-

hood in the United States names his neighborhood , we don ' t even really
know where he lives , since neighborhood boundaries are not reinforced by

know
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other functional boundaries.
to.

We certainly don't kn0\-1 what church he goes

Or the saint he verenates as a neighborhood resident.

venerates a saint at all.

Or even if he

We have no idea to which political unit he

belongs since these cut across neighborhoods more often than not .

we ha\·c

not the slightest clue as to what craft he practices since he probably
works outside his neighborhood.

In fact, beyond unreliable suspicions

about the level of his income, and his ethnic or racial background, we
know nothing.

So little in a neighborhood name.

'l'his is not. to say that

as a neighborhood resident he is not further aware of the smell, sound ard
ambiente, but that in naming his neighborhood he cannot evoke this in
auditor.

And why not?

hi~

Because his neighborhood as an areal unit is not

reinforced by the congruency of other functional areal units.

In other

•
words, the barrio resident can identify with his barrio in more ways thar,
the neighborhcod resident can identify with his neighborhood.

This inev-·

itably leads, for the barrio resident, to increased and deepened involvenent
in the neighbcrhood, if only because his ne::_ghborhood is his rich and re!;onant barrio.

Thus, it can be seen, that the barrio truly approaches a sort

of lived organic integrity, that is simply lacking in other formg of city
organization.
All these begin to provide an answer to our question: "Just what is
a barrio?" A barrio in San Cristobal is a hunk of space, but a hunk of space
with a difference.
man in whom

If it is possible to speak of a whole man, meaning a

the various aspects of life are well and organically integr.lted,

it is possible to speak of a "whole space, " meaning a space, an area, in
which the various possible attributes of space are well and organically
integrated.

The barrio is such a "whole space."

First of all a barrio is a people.

It is people with a political
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identity , represented by an elected junta.

It is people with a religious

i dentity , represented by a parish church, by a patron saint, and an elaborate

annu;.:~l

celebration to reaffirm that sense of identi ty.

It is a group

of people praticing a craft t hat has been handed down generation after
generation.

It is a group of people with a social identity, a social

identity that is fostered by religious, politica l and craft identities , and
especially by their fiesta , for, of and by them created .

A barri o is an

entity that approximates the Greek ideal of civitas , communitatis and
civilia .
But a barrio is also space.

It is a space identifiable by the morph-

ology of the street pattern , by the theme used in naming the street s , by
the predominant color tone of the barrio, by a distinctive location within

•

the city,· by its association with certain landscape features like hills ,
rivers , and flats.
well.

it is identifiable as a municipal service area as

And, c•f course , it is the space that is the home of t he barrio as

people.

A bc;rrio is an entity that approximates the Greek ideal urb s , ':he

place of asSE!mbly (the barrio plaza), the dwelling place, and above all
the shrine (the parish church) of the association of people living there.
And in San Cristobal the urbs aspect and the civitas aspect are congruent.

~he

barrio is a whole space.
BARRIO BOUNDEDNESS: RESULTS

Closely connected with this question of barrio identity is that of
barrio boundedness .

Figure 3.1, Weber' s nap, shows the barrio boundaries

as they exist for him, for the municipal authorities and for the c hurch
h ierarchy.

But do the line s drawn on these maps reflect the barrio boun-

daries as these are seen by the barrio inhabitants?
cern of this section.

Thi s will be the con-
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David Stea developed and utilized two techniques for describing boundedness in his studies of Mexico City, Guanajuato, and Puebla (Stea and
Wood, 1971, Chapter IV).

One of these involved assembling the graphic

responses to his questions seeking to elicit boundedness on a single sheet
and discussing this assemblage in terms of the union and intersection of ·
the various boundaries collected.

"Union" in this case was taken to mean

the area that included all the areas delimited by his respondents and so
resulted in being the largest possible conceptual area, or envelope into
which individual conceptions could fit.

The "intersection" was the opposite

and this included only the area common to
the conceptual area upon which all agreed.

all respondents , the heart of
His other technique drew upon

the verbal responses to his questions and consequently mapped mostly streets,

•
instead of drawn areas.

Here, in the case of San Cristobal, the two tech-

niques have been amalgomated resulting in cl single graphic representation
of verbal and graphic responses .

This graphic representation shows only

the union and intersection of the barrio in question.
The best example of the sort of infornation this technique reveals
to be found · in Figure 3.2.

This shows the union and intersection of all

of 197 responses concerning the extent of Barrio El Centro.
i~clude

:~ s

The respondents

all of those for Questionnaire I and 31 from Questionnaire II. The

union, or larger

o~ter

of the boundaries of

envelope, is actually a highly accurate rendering

thi~ barrio~

By

accu~ate

I mean to say that it is

very close to the offical boundaries for the same area as reference to
Figure 3.1 will indicate.

The intersection , or in this case intersecticns,

for there were two of them, the common heart of the barrio areal image,
turns· o~t to be the Zocalo and the adjacent block.

What is intriguing

about this is that while some people showed the barrio to consist solely
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Actual Barrio Boundary

Area of Intersection

Figure 3.2

.....

~

Extent and heart of Barrio El Centro (n

~ 197)
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of the Zocalo, not one of 197 respondents drew the union as it is shown.
All the individual drawings were of far smaller areas.

Only the combined

consensus results in barrio boundaries that approximate the offical boundaries.

just as surprising is that the adjacent block is neither the bl·.)ck

contarrung the Cathedral or the one with the 'Municipal Palace.
In any event, in sum total a fairly accurate picture of the boundar··
ies for Barrio El Centro were drawn.

This was not the case for the

barrios whose boundedness characteristics are shown in Figure 3.3.

thre·~

Ref-

erence to Figure 3.1 will show just how far off these boundaries are fro!n
the offical boundaries.

This skew, however, is easily accounted for.

I~

the case of Guadalupe the skew results in an elongation of the barrio to
"capture" the Cathedral.

In the case of El Cerrillo the skew results in a

shunning of non-urban territory to the north of the barrio.

In the case of

La Merced, the skew results in an extension of the barrio to the south
" capture" the convent church of Carmen.

t~

In two of the above cases barrio

size has been perceived as larger than it is in an attempt to enhance the
barrio image t.hrough the additon of churches.

Although not illustrated,

this is true of Santa Lucia (which also captures Carmen) and Mexicanos
(which captures Santo Domingo).

In the point imagery which follows in the

next chapter it will be seen that El Centro residents visualize Santo
Domingo as a part of El Centro, and the residents of La Merced infrequently,
but still do, include the Zocalo as part o= Barrio Merced.

Another inter-

esting point is that Barrio El Centro has been effectively halved in this
aggrandizement process, despite the fact that residents of these same
barrios could contribute to an accurate picture of this same barrio on
other questions.
these barrios.

(See Figure 3.2 again.)

But so much for the unions of
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Actua l barrio boundaries
Area of intersection

City church

Area of union

Barrio church

Figure 3.3

I

Extent and heart of Barrios La Merced (n = 24), El Cerrillo
(n = 10) and Guadalupe (n- 18) .
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The intersections of the barrio areal images shown in Figure 3.3
are more to the point.

They are larger than the intersections for Barrio

El Centro, in every case , but they all nevertheless include the barrio
plazas.

In the case of El Cerrillo this intersection also includes a cjty

park (the Alameda), a city church
Santo Domingo.

(La

Caridad) and the convent church

In the case of La Merced this intersection includes the

barrio plaza, church, the city jail and the market.

In the case of

Guadalupe it merely includes the barrio plaza and church, as well as a few
completely residential blocks.

In the last two cases, the intersection is

more or less in the center of the union, which reflects the fact that in
these two

ca~.es

the barrio church and plazd are in the center of the barrio .

In the case Clf El Cerrillo , the intersection is in the west end of the
barrio, reflE:cting the fact that in this barrio, the church and plaza are
not located i.n the center of the barrio.
Generally speaking , with the exceptio:1 of the church capturing ske\o·s,
the unions for the four barrios presented give a fairly faithful duplicGtion
of official barrio boundaries.

The fact t:.1 at the unions for Merced, Guc:.da-

lupe and El centro overlap reveals, I

bel:i~eve,

that in the future, questions

designed to discover boundedness characteristics of Mexico barrios, or
even American neighborhoods, would be well advised to ask respondents tu
divide the city into all its barrios, rather than to ask respondents to
merely draw their own barrios or neighborhoods.

This would tend to redace

skews and re•Jeal the degree to which city residents knew the complete
barrio system.
Generally speaking, the intersections for the four barrios presented
showed that the conceptual heart of the barrio was coincident with the
location of the barrio plaza and church, which in three of the four

cas~s
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was the areal hear·t of the barrio as well.
BARRIO BOUNDEDNESS:

DISCUSSION

Ths issue of barrio boundedness must be tied to two earlier discussions.

Tht first of these issues was the raised in the Prologue, \vhere

it was stated that barrios lacked well defined edges , comparing them to
force field s .

The second issue to which we must direct our attention is

the relationship between barrio boundedness and barrio identity.
Reference to Figure 0.6 and Figures 3.2 and 3.3 will reveal a certain
similarity bet:ween t h e fuzzy edged hypothetical barrios and the four
for which we have mapped bourdedness data.

barrios

Amazingly, despite the fac'c that

our sample is young, and despite the fact that San Cristobal's barrios
have poorly defined edges, we find that barrio boundaries are rather well
known.

Take 1:he boundary b_etween El Cerrillo and Guadalupe on Figure 3. 3.

The outer boundaries as drawn by the students for these two barrios do not
overlap.

Ins~ead

they meet at Calle F. A. Paniagua exactly where the

official boundary is.

Were F. A. Paniagua a remarkable street, this wou:·. d

not be a remaJ:kable event.

But F. A. Paniagua is not a remarkable street:.

East of the Zocalo this street is purely residential resembling in general
terms the streets to the north and south of it.

There is only one ex-

planation of the boundary knowledge shown by the students in this instance,
and that is that they do know the barrio boundaries.

This contention is

supported by 1:he fact that the same is true of the streets bounding
El Centro, Me::ced, and the other streets
Guadalupe.

bc~nding

Practically to a street these are all

The students nust be taught this information.

..

Cerrillo and
undist~nguished.

It is not something that

can be picked up, since 1 as indicat·ed in the Prologue 1 barrios
visually mergn into one another without sharp distinctions.

And yet thi!;
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informati~n is not taught in school. I suggest that the fact that

the students know the boundaries indicates the great importance of these
spatial units in their life.
If the knowledge of the boundaries indicates the importance of the
barrio in San Cristobal life, the fact that the intersections center
on the barrio plazas and churches indicates that these are the important
aspects of tha barrios.

These are the parts that all agreed from part of

the barrio, and these are the only parts that all agreed from part of the
barrio.

Obvi~usly,

life swings.

the plaza and church form the center around which barrio

This provides additional reinforcement for the contention that

the plaza is the assembly place, and the church the shrine, of the barrio
association.

That the boundaries are know, and that the plaza and church

are found to be the heart of this barrio, indicates that this conceputalization of the l:arrio as an actual communitatis, if not actually articulated,
is at least very well understood.
All t.he results of this boundedness section tend to further point
up the

stron~·

identity that the students fHel for their barrio.

One of

the strongest: indicators of this is that the students attempted to
enhance the value of their barrio by capturing highly valued convent
churches and in one case even the Cathedral.

I maintain that did the

students not feel pride in their barrio, or at least great interest,
rather than E:xtending their barrios to include these churches, they wou:.d
have

truncat«~d

their barrios instead.

This is because pride leads to

exaggeration of worth, active lack of pride· to diminution of worth,
and apathy to nothing at all.

That someone would want to say, "My

barrio has the Cathedral in it," is tantamont to saying, "My barrio
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is great, " and is not an indication of confusion about the l imits
of the barrio.
to a

~arge

Since my construction of the results

~n

this manner depends

extent on the results that follow in suceeding chapters ,

further discussion of these issues will be deferred until later.
it to say at this point that barrios are spatial entities whose
extent and attributes are well know.

Suffice
h ea~t ,

